AT TOYOTA WE’RE MORE THAN JUST A CAR COMPANY.

WE’RE A PARTNER IN THE JOURNEY TO LIVE YOUR MOST FULFILLING LIFE.

We give you the tools you need to achieve your full potential by designing our vehicles with purpose. To be as dynamic as the life you’ve always envisioned yourself living.

And we don’t stop at meticulously designed, quality vehicles. We’re pioneering alternative fuels, improving human movement, and creating meaningful community partnerships, like the one we have with our Olympic and Paralympic athletes. These initiatives demonstrate our determination to give everyone the ability to move freely through a world with constantly evolving mobility challenges, enriching that world in the process.

Alone, just a car. Together, so much more.
FOR THOSE WITH BIG PLANS

YOUR ADVENTURE STARTS THE SECOND YOU GET BEHIND THE WHEEL.

There’s an entire world out there to discover and the 2019 Highlander makes getting there a whole lot of fun. Enjoy every moment with the Highlander’s luxurious and flexible interior that offers relaxing comfort no matter where you sit. And with a choice of gas or hybrid options to choose from, you get the dependable power, capability and fuel efficiency to confidently take in those long, unforgettable scenic routes. Create unexpected highlights to an already incredible journey with the 2019 Highlander.
YOU CAN’T BEAT THIS VIEW

LOOKS AS IMPRESSIVE AS THE PLACES YOU’LL DISCOVER.

The 2019 Highlander features dynamic styling inside and out. With its sleek, aerodynamic design, edgy grille, and aggressive wide rear stance, you will make a striking statement wherever you go. The spacious interior offers a premium experience that marries function and style with quality materials, accents, and textures that every passenger can appreciate. For those looking for a little more attitude, the SE AWD model delivers sporty exterior upgrades and an aggressively-styled interior that is sure to make a powerful first impression.
EVERY DAY MADE EASY

FITS YOUR WORLD WITH ROOM TO SPARE.

Highlander is as versatile as you are. Its large cargo space is ready to take on everything you’ll need for all your daily adventures. It comfortably seats up to 8 passengers, while the SE and Limited models seat up to 7. And if your plans change, it can be configured to allow for over 2,300 litres of cargo storage. Wherever your imagination takes you today, the 2019 Highlander is always ready to get you there.
THE CONNECTIVITY YOU CRAVE

TOUCH PANEL DISPLAY
The Touch Panel Display features an available 8-inch touch-screen with Bluetooth® wireless music streaming, and a unique “text-to-speech” feature that converts text messages from your phone into voice messages that play through the vehicle’s speaker system.

BIRD’S-EYE-VIEW CAMERA
Highlander’s available Bird’s-Eye-View Camera gives you a live, 360-degree view of your vehicle’s surrounding area. This advanced feature helps you locate nearby objects, so you can park with more confidence than ever before.

5 USB PORTS
Highlander models come equipped with five USB ports. With three USB ports up front, and two USB ports in the rear, everyone can plug in their favourite portable electronic devices.

ENERGY MONITOR
Tracking your efficiency is easy with the Highlander Hybrid’s energy monitor. As driving conditions change, the monitor shows you how power is being routed to the drive wheels or how otherwise wasted energy is captured to charge the battery.
Wherever your curiosity takes you, the Highlander’s capable power can confidently get you there. Its impressive powertrain delivers the horsepower and torque you demand, while giving you the outstanding fuel efficiency you need. The 3.5-litre V6 engine delivers 295 hp, while the hybrid system has a net power of 306 hp. And thanks to a MacPherson strut suspension up front with a double-wishbone type suspension in the rear, you get exceptional handling, stability, performance, and overall ride quality and comfort with each and every drive.
IMPRESSION TOWING
Your experiences should never feel limited with the Highlander. With a towing power of 2,268 kg (5,000 lb.) and 1,587 kg (3,500 lb.) for the Highlander Hybrid, you’ll have more than enough power to pull a camping trailer with ease, or whatever else you may need to pull while you’re away.

AVAILABLE ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
For driving on Canadian roads, the Highlander is equipped with an available Dynamic Torque-Control AWD system that distributes engine power from front-to-rear, giving the driver maximum control on a variety of surfaces. The Highlander Hybrid features an available Electronic On Demand AWD-i, which automatically switches to all-wheel-drive, utilizing an additional motor to drive the rear wheels when extra traction is required.

EV OR ECO MODES
The Highlander Hybrid’s EV Mode uses only the electric motors for situations where you’re driving at low speeds for short distances. For more economical operation in normal driving situations, ECO Mode modifies throttle response to help reduce fuel consumption.
SAFETY ALL AROUND YOU

STANDARD TOYOTA SAFETY SENSE™ (TSS-P)⁵

No matter what roads you travel, Toyota Safety Sense™ is always there to keep you as safe as possible. It’s an advanced suite of innovative safety features that come standard on the 2019 Highlander, and it is designed to help protect drivers, passengers, pedestrians, and people in other vehicles from harm.

DYNAMIC RADAR CRUISE CONTROL⁶
Using forward sensing radar technology, the system can automatically adjust vehicle speed to help maintain a preset following distance between you and the vehicle directly in front of you.

LANE DEPARTURE ALERT WITH STEERING ASSIST⁷
Alerts you if you start to drift out of your lane when visible lane markings are detected. The Steering Assist function may also provide small corrective steering inputs.

PRE-COLLISION SYSTEM WITH PEDESTRIAN DETECTION⁸
Provides collision avoidance or collision mitigation support in speed ranges where frontal collisions are likely to occur. In certain conditions, the Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian Detection may also help to detect pedestrians and help prevent or mitigate a collision.

AUTOMATIC HIGH BEAMS⁹
Designed to detect oncoming and preceding vehicles’ lights and depending upon the circumstances, Automatic High Beams can switch between high and low beams for you.
HIGHLANDER SELECT FEATURES

LE FWD

DRIVETRAIN
• 3.5 Litre, V6 Engine with 295 hp @ 6600 rpm & 263 lb.ft. of Torque @ 4700 rpm
• Front Wheel Drive
• Variable Valve Timing with intelligence, Direct-Injection D-4S Fuel Injection System
• 8-Speed Direct Shift, Automatic, Transmission Cooler
• Combined City & Highway Rating 10.3 L/100km 27 mpg

ENTERTAINMENT & CONNECTIVITY
• 6.1” Touch Panel Display Audio, 6-Speakers
• Siri Eyes Free®
• 4 USB Input Ports, Auxiliary Input Jack, Bluetooth® Hands-Free Phone Connectivity & Wireless Audio Streaming, Phone Book Access
• 3.5” LCD Display, Backup Camera

INTERIOR
• Dual-Zone Automatic Climate Control, Cabin Air Filter
• Fabric Seat Material, 8 Seat Capacity
• Front Captain Seats with Manual 6-Way Adjustable Driver’s & 4-Way Front Passenger Seats
• 60/40 Split, Flat Folding 2nd Row Bench Seats with Slide & Recline
• 3rd Row Flat Folding 60/40 Split Rear Bench Seat
• Power Door Locks, Power Windows with Driver, Front Passenger Auto Up/Down
• Rear Privacy Glass

EXTERIOR
• Power-Adjustable Colour-Keyed Heated Mirrors with Integrated Signal Lamps
• Rear Bumper Protector, Rear Spoiler
• Black Lower Rocker Panel
• Projector Style Halogen Headlamps, Automatic Headlamp System
• LED Rear Tail Lamps
• 18” Aluminum 5-Spoke Alloy Wheels & P245/60R18 All-Season Tires

SAFETY
• Toyota Safety Sense™ (TSS-P)
• Star Safety System™
• 8 Airbags
• Driver & Front Passenger Whiplash-Injury-Lessening Seats
• Hill-start Assist Control

LE AWD

Adds to or replaces features offered on LE FWD

DRIVETRAIN
• Dynamic Torque-Control All Wheel Drive
• Active Torque Control System
• Combined City & Highway Rating 10.4 L/100km 27 mpg

EXTERIOR
• (Not Applicable – Black Lower Rocker Panel)

SAFETY
• Downhill Assist Control

OPTIONAL CONVENIENCE PACKAGE
• Combined City & Highway Rating 10.6 L/100km 27 mpg
• Stop & Start Engine System
• 8” Touch Panel Display Audio
• Integrated SiriusXM® Satellite Radio, Gracenote® Album Cover Art
• Satellite Roof Mounted Fin Antenna
• Three-Zone Automatic Climate Control
• SofTex® & Fabric Trimmed Seats
• Heated Front Seats with Console-Mounted High/Low Setting
• Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel & Shift Knob
• Power 8-Way Adjustable Driver Seat with Lumbar Support
• Power Rear Liftgate with Jam Protection
• Flip-Up Rear Hatch Glass
• Fog Lamps
• Keyless Entry with Hatch Release
• Blind Spot Monitor, Rear Cross-Traffic Alert

Visit toyota.ca for full features and specifications.
**HIGHLANDER SELECT FEATURES**

**XLE AWD**

Adds to or replaces features offered on LE AWD

**DRIVETRAIN**
- Stop & Start Engine System
- Combined City & Highway Rating 10.6 L/100km 27 mpg¹

**ENTERTAINMENT & CONNECTIVITY**
- 8" Touch Panel AVN Premium Display Audio with Navigation, 6-Speakers, Satellite Roof Mounted Fin Antenna
- Driver Easy Speak
- Integrated SiriusXM® Satellite Radio, Gracenote® Album Cover Art
- Text-to-Voice Capabilities, AM/FM Cache Radio
- 4.2" TFT Multi-Information Display
- Push Button Start, Smart Key System

**INTERIOR**
- Three-Zone Independent Automatic Climate Control
- Leather Seat Surfaces
- Heated Power Adjustable 8-Way Driver & 4-Way Front Passenger Seats
- Electrochromic Rear View Mirror
- Flip-Up Rear Hatch Glass with Sunshade
- Tonneau Cover

**EXTERIOR**
- Power Tilt/Slide Moonroof with Sunshade
- Rear Bumper with Chrome
- Silver Painted Roof Rails
- Fog Lamps, LED Daytime Running Headlights
- 18" Aluminum Alloy Wheels & P235/45R18 All-Season Tires

**SAFETY**
- Blind Spot Monitor, Rear Cross-Traffic Alert
- Vehicle Anti-Theft System

**OPTIONAL**
- SE PACKAGE
  - Front Sport-tuned Macpherson Gas Struts Stabilizer Bar
  - Rear Sport-tuned Double Wishbone Type, Trailing Arms Stabilizer Bar
  - Sport Leather Interior
  - 7 Seat Capacity
  - 2nd Row Captain Seats
  - Black Roof Rails, Sport Grille & SE Badge
  - LED Ambient Lighting, LED Fog Lamps
  - Black Headlamps – Non Plated
  - 19" Black Alloy Wheels & P245/55R19 All-Season Tires

**LIMITED AWD**

Adds to or replaces features offered on XLE AWD

**DRIVETRAIN**
- Combined City & Highway Rating 10.6 L/100km 27 mpg¹

**ENTERTAINMENT & CONNECTIVITY**
- JBL® Audio, 12-Speakers
- Dynamic Backup Camera
- Bird’s-Eye-View Monitor

**INTERIOR**
- Perforated Leather Seat Surfaces, 7 Seat Capacity
- Heated Front & 2nd Row Captain Seats
- Power Ventilated Adjustable 8-Way Driver Seat with Memory System, Lumbar Support
- Variable Cushion Length
- Power Adjustable 4-Way Front Passenger Seats
- Power Windows with Auto Up/Down for All Windows
- Heated Leather-Wrapped Steering Wheel

**EXTERIOR**
- Outside Mirrors with Memory Function, Puddle Lamps with "Highlander" logo
- Roof Rails with Chrome Trim
- Panoramic Glass Roof with Sunshade
- Smoked Headlamp Surround
- 19" Dark Chrome Clad Alloy Wheels & P245/55R19 All-Season Tires

**SAFETY**
- Front & Rear Clearance Sonars

Visit *toyota.ca* for full features and specifications.
HIGHLANDER HYBRID SELECT FEATURES

DRIVETRAIN
• 3.5 Litre, V6 Engine with 306 Net hp (88 kW) & 163 lb-ft. of Torque @ 4400 rpm
  Drive Mode Select - EV & ECO Modes
• Electronic On Demand All Wheel Drive with intelligence
• Variable Valve Timing with Intelligence, Hybrid Synergy Drive
• Electronically Controlled, Continuously Variable Transmission
• Sealed Nickel-Metal Hydride
• Electronically Controlled Hydraulic Braking System
• Combined City & Highway Rating 8.3 L/100km 34 mpg

ENTERTAINMENT & CONNECTIVITY
• 8" Touch Panel AVN Premium Display Audio with Navigation, 6-Speakers, Satellite Roof Mounted Fin Antenna
• Driver Easy Speak, Siri Eyes Free®
• Integrated SiriusXM® Satellite Radio, Gracenote® Album Cover Art
• Text-to-Voice Capabilities, AM/FM Cache Radio
• 4.2" TFT Multi-Information Display
• Push Button Start, Smart Key System

INTERIOR
• Three-Zone Automatic Climate Control, Cabin Air Filter, Humidity Sensor
• Leather Seat Surface, 8 Seat Capacity
• Heated Power Adjustable 8-Way Driver with Lumbar Support & Variable Cushion Length & 4-Way Front Passenger Seats
• 60/40 Split Flat Folding 2nd Row Bench Seats with Slide & Recline
• 3rd Row Flat Folding 60/40 Split Rear Bench Seat
• Electrochromic Rear View Mirror
• Power Rear Liftgate with Jam Protection, Rear Privacy Glass
• Flip-Up Rear Hatch Glass with Sunshade
• Tonneau Cover
• LED Ambient Lighting

EXTERIOR
• Power-Adjustable Colour-Keyed Heated Mirrors with Integrated Signal Lamps
• Rear Bumper Protector with Chrome, Rear Spoiler
• Power Tilt/Slide Moonroof with Sunshade, Silver Painted Roof Rails
• Projector Style Halogen Headlamps, Automatic Headlamp System
• Fog Lamps, LED Daytime Running Headlights, LED Rear Tail Lamps
• 18" Aluminum Alloy Wheels & P245/60R18 All-Season Tires

SAFETY
• Toyota Safety Sense™ (TSS-P)
• Star Safety System™
• 8 Airbags
• Blind Spot Monitor, Rear Cross-Traffic Alert
• Vehicle Anti-Theft System
• Hill-start Assist Control

Visit toyota.ca for full features and specifications.
ACCESSORIES

Toyota Genuine Accessories are custom designed and built to fit your specific Toyota vehicle and are backed by a Toyota Warranty. For a complete list of vehicle-specific accessories, visit accessories.toyota.ca or your local Dealer.

Body Side Mouldings
Cargo Cover
Cargo Liner
Cargo Net
Cross Bars
Hood Deflector

Premium Block Heater
Pro Series Paint Protection Film
Running Boards
Start+ Long Range Remote
Engine Starter

Towing Accessories
Towing Hitch
Toyota Genuine Dash Camera
Tub-Style All-Season Floor Mats

Body Side Mouldings
Towing Accessories
Tub-Style All-Season Floor Mats
Start+ Long Range Remote
Engine Starter
Cargo Net
Pro Series Paint Protection Film
Hood Deflector
Toyota Genuine Dash Camera
Running Boards
EXTERIOR COLOURS

- 070 BLIZZARD PEARL
- 1J9 CELESTIAL SILVER METALLIC
- 1H1 PRE-DAWN GREY MICA
- 218 MIDNIGHT BLACK METALLIC
- 3Q3 SALSA RED PEARL
- 3T0 OOH LA LA ROUGE MICA
- 4W4 TOASTED WALNUT PEARL
- 8V5 SHORELINE BLUE PEARL

INTERIOR COLOURS

- LE
  - BLACK Fabric
- LE AWD
  - BLACK Fabric
  - CONVENIENCE PACKAGE
    - BLACK Fabric/SofTex®
- XLE AWD
  - BEIGE Leather
  - BLACK Leather
  - SE PACKAGE
    - BLACK Sport Leather
- LIMITED
  - BEIGE Perforated Leather
  - BLACK Perforated Leather
  - BROWN Perforated Leather
- HYBRID XLE
  - BEIGE Leather
  - BLACK Leather
- HYBRID LIMITED
  - BLACK Perforated Leather
  - BROWN Perforated Leather

Not all exterior and interior colour options are available for every model.
2019 HIGHLANDER

Driving while distracted can result in loss of vehicle control. Always drive safely, obey traffic laws and focus on the road and traffic conditions while driving. Do not use the hands-free phone system if it will distract you. A compatible Bluetooth®-enabled phone must first be paired. Phone performance depends upon software, coverage and carrier. Cold weather and other environmental factors may limit system. Operates at low speed or when parked. Do not rely exclusively on the system as it is not intended to replace safe attentive operation of the vehicle. You should also look around outside your vehicle, over your shoulder and use your mirrors to confirm clearance. The maximum output indicates engine plus HV battery output. Drivers should always be responsible for their own safe driving. Please always pay attention to your surroundings and drive safely. Depending on the conditions of roads, vehicles, weather, etc., the TSS systems may not work as intended. Dynamic Radar Cruise Control is designed to assist the driver and is not a collision-avoidance system or a substitute for safe and attentive driving practices. System effectiveness depends on many factors such as weather, traffic and road conditions. Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist is designed to read lane markers under certain conditions and provide visual and audible alerts and slight steering force when lane departure is detected. It is not a collision-avoidance system or a substitute for safe and attentive driving. The TSS Pre-Collision System is designed to help avoid or reduce the impact speed and damage in certain frontal collisions only. The Pedestrian Detection system is designed to detect a pedestrian ahead of the vehicle, determine if impact is imminent and help reduce impact speed. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, size and position of pedestrians, driver input and weather, light and road conditions. Automatic High Beam system operates at speeds above approximately 34 km/h. Factors such as a dirty windshield, variable weather, lighting conditions and hilly terrain will limit effectiveness, requiring the driver to manually turn it off. Fuel efficiency estimates were determined using approved Government of Canada Test Methods. Actual fuel consumption will vary based on driving habits and other factors. Includes: HV Battery, Battery Control Module, Hybrid Control Module and Inverter with Converter.

Details on the above features can be found in the Owner’s Manual or contact your local Toyota Dealer.

Toyota Canada Inc. Every effort has been made to ensure the specifications and equipment shown are accurate based on information available at time of printing. In some cases, certain changes in production capacity, standard equipment, options or product delays may occur which would not be reflected in this brochure. Toyota Canada Inc. reserves the right to make these changes without notice or obligation. The Toyota website toyota.ca – or your Toyota Dealer is your best source for up-to-date information.